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For the production of MHY=My High-school Years Issue No. 2, the English 
Editorial Board has been expanded to include both experienced editors and writers from 
Issue No. 1 and new young writers and reporters from Secondary 1. Joining the English 
Editorial Board definitely enriches the crew’s life journey and enhances their knowledge, 
communication skills and personal qualities, including patience, an awareness of society 
and a strong sense of responsibility. The Board also serves as one of the best platforms for 
teacher-student interaction to fulfil a common goal of producing quality and interesting 
materials for schoolmates and even peers to read for pleasure and a better understanding of 
the world and its evolution. Only with the English teacher-advisors’ ample trust and unfailing 
support, can the large-scale year-long product be completed. It is easier said than done. 
Action speaks louder than words. The whole crew, whatever role or position, has once again 
made something seemingly impossible possible. This Issue No. 2 is truly their pride!

Apart from recruitment and expansion of manpower, the school’s financial support has 

also increased to help make the Board’s dream come true. Facing less constraints and fears 
regarding the production cost, the Board has managed to accept an increase of entries for 
publication. This serves as a driving force for the production crew. Their proactivity and desire 
for quality keep being kindled throughout the process of production. Apparently, it is the 
school’s recognition of the Board’s consensus and concerted effort in Issue No. 1 that has 
helped approve of increased finance. 

MHY=My High-school Years Issue No. 1 has successfully initiated a culture of 
“writing for us to read” and “reading to sustain writing”. It is sincerely hoped that such culture 
can become well-founded and widely recognized in our school for many more amazing 
publications and many more young brilliant writers to come! MHY=My High-school 
Years belongs to you and me, and everyone who grows in S.K.H. St. Mary’s Church Mok 
Hing Yiu College. Do enjoy reading all the works in this issue. See you next year and a lot 
more to expect in Issue No. 3!
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Highlights of the Year - English Week 2019

guidance to their younger 

brothers and sisters on stage. It 

was a ‘growing experience’ for 

all involved and it is believed 

that our student-actors and 

actresses develop personally 

and can  en joy  academic 

benef i t s  too.  Rehears ing 

and per forming can build 

c o n f i d e n c e .  I n  a d d i t i o n , 

communication skills along 

with oral English are enhanced greatly. 

As the curtains closed, soldiers, peasants, 

heroes and villains all magically changed 

back into students. Surprised by their own 

achievement, they smiled and laughed 

happily together. See you on stage next year!

Mr. N. K. Thomas

On the Stage, Under the Lights, 
Ahead of the Game!

This year ’s English school 

play was titled ‘Robin Hood 

and the Golden Arrow’ and 

the story is a famous one. Over 

70 films and TV dramas have 

been made about the English 

outlaw and characters like 

Maid Marian, Friar Tuck, Will 

Scarlet and Robin himself are 

all legendary.

O u r  b r a v e  s t u d e n t s 

stepped happily and boldly into these roles, 

putting on a show that the audience truly 

appreciated. Form one students especially 

deserve praise for their courage and drama 

skills. Indeed, our young actors and actresses 

were able to make us laugh, gasp, feel sad or 

happy through their performance in different 

scenes.  

As the chief  super vis ing teacher, 

I  also want to give credit to the more 

experienced acting crew and committed 

stage management team for their effort and 
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Tse Sum Yi Stephanie (3M)

The selfish John in Robin Hood – 
The good team player in life

This year I joined the drama team to 
perform "Robin Hood and the Golden 

Arrow" at the Language Arts Festival on 
the 3rd of May. It was such a memorable 
experience. 

The rehearsals for the drama show were 
really tiring but fun! We practised 3 times a 
week, on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays 
for an hour after school. During the rehearsals, 
I learnt that teamwork is very important. 
The show would not have been a success if 
only a single person had been willing to put 
time and effort into the play. For me, drama 
rehearsals were my escape from reality. 
It gave me something to look forward to 
during the school days. 

During the performance, everyone 
was really tense and nervous about the 
play because we wanted to give a great 
show to our principal, teachers and fellow 
schoolmates and make our mentors, Mr. Kan 

and Mr. Thomas, proud. Personally, I was really 
anxious about the play. I felt butterflies in my 
stomach during the first scene as I was afraid 
that I would forget my lines. However, as the 
play went on, I became calmer with more 
confidence. I enjoyed it with my teammates.

My favourite part of the whole show was 
the last part when we went down the stage 
and gave chocolates to our schoolmates. 
Seeing everyone smile made my heart warm. 
Moreover, it made all my effort worth it.
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the rehearsals. I have not only expanded my 
social circle, but also engaged myself more in 
acting – a terrific experience! Soon I started 
to be less scared but looked forward to the 
show.

Final ly,  i t  was our big day for the 
Language Arts Festival. On that day before 
the show I was worrying about many things. 
I wondered if I would lose my voice, if the 
equipment would be out of order, if I would 
be so nervous as to forget all my lines, … In 
God’s grace, in the end we managed to finish 
our show in spite of a few technical incidents. 
When I was on the stage, I could hear the 
audience cheer for me and other members. 
The drama team was extremely happy 
because our schoolmates appreciated our 
effort. Seeing all the schoolmates clap for us, I 
truly think everything is worth it. 

From this drama, I have learnt that 
perseverance is the key to success. I will 
definitely join the English drama show again 
next year!

Tang Pui Yi Patricia (1M)

My drama experience turned into 
my goal for next year

It appeared to be a once-in-a-lifetime 
experience that I was involved in the English 

drama ‘Robin Hood’, taking up the main role 
- Robin in the show at the Language Arts 
Festival. When I got to realise that I would be 
one of the drama ‘Robin Hood’, I felt that there 
was like 100 kg of stress on my shoulders 
since at the same time I was preparing for 
the Hong Kong School Drama Festival with 
my Chinese drama teammates. What’s more, 
I couldn’t believe that I would be a main 
character of a drama show in the first year of 
my secondary school life. At the beginning, 
I really worried whether I could handle both 
drama shows simultaneously.

The rehearsals of ‘Robin Hood’ began 
shortly after the Chinese drama competition. 
Initially I was scared because my senior 
Stephanie Tse, playing the role of the bad 
guy John as my antagonist, seemed very cool 
and didn’t really talk much to me. However, 
soon I found that she is really kind and I also 
managed to meet many new friends during 
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Stor
ies

 and imaginations

for and from youths

Ling Jinghua Lincky (3M)

If I had a million dollars, …

If I had a million dollars, I would like to 

see and explore the beauty of the world. 

I would go diving in Malaysia, skiing in 

Switzerland, riding on a hot-air balloon 

in Turkey, or boating in Venice. I would 

also go to Russia and Nordic countries 

to see the aurora as one of my wishes. 

All these things would be done with 

my family. That would be the best 

trip of my life.

If I had a million dollars, I would 

also like to help as many stray 

animals as possible. I would 

provide food and shelter for 

them so that they will no 

longer starve and wander in the streets. By 

providing a safe and pleasant home for them, 

they need not live under the threat of poor 

weather such as a typhoon. There would be a 

best home for them.

If I had a million dollars, I would like to 

let children living in poverty feel the joy of 

reading, too. I would buy them different kinds 

of books such as story books, comic books, 

science fiction books and inspirational books. 

They would know that the world is filled with 

knowledge waiting to be explored. These 

books would help them acquire a better 

understanding of humanity and the world.

If I had a million dollars, another thing 

I would like to do would be to 

plant lots of trees.  As we 

cut down a lot of trees 

for manufactur ing and 

building, we should plant 

even larger numbers of trees 

to strike a balance of nature. As a 

responsible global citizen, I think 

everyone should do something 

good for the earth.

If I had a million dollars, I 

would finally like to give it 

to my uncle, a well-versed 

financial planner, to help 

me do proper investment, so that I could 

earn much more money to do everything I 

want. However, I clearly know that a million 

dollars won’t come out of nowhere. I have to 

make great efforts in order to earn the million 

dollars and make my dreams come true.
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Stories and imaginationsfor and from youths

Cheong Haneul Chak Chuen (3M)

What I Think About You

I am seen everywhere in your daily lives. 

I sleep under the hot sun with all my 

brothers and sisters and then when I wake 

up, I fly in the air watching the earth’s many 

majestic creatures running 

below me. Later, I will be 

pushed by my brothers as 

the comfy bed is too full. 

Down I go as if I’m going 

downhil l  on a rol ler 

coaster like crazy! I hit 

the floor and have a 

race with my brothers. 

However, when I am about to reach the 

bottom, I see a giant creature picking me and 

my brothers up with a container and then 

AHHHHHHH! 

I fall into deep darkness. I seem to be 

moving but I don’t know where, and then 

I see a light. I am being pushed to the light 

with my brothers! I am glad I can finally 

escape from the darkness. I’m flying again! 

And then I go diving into 

a mysterious white tube. 

I look at my brothers and 

myself.  Shocked! I find 

myself yellow in colour. 

Then a whirlpool sucks us 

down into darkness again. 

After the dizzy ride we are 

in the ocean again. Then 

when I see myself again, I have turned black. 

I feel sick due to the awful smell. Day by day, 

I would see the giants throwing something 

onto us and making things worse for us. I 

hope that one day the giants would stop 

harming us.
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Cheong Bada Wai Sum (3M)

If I Could Be Any Fruit, 
I Would Be A …

If I  could be any f ruit ,  I  would be a 

strawberry. Why may you ask? I mean who 

doesn’t like strawberries? I want 

to be l iked just l ike a 

s t rawber r y  too .  I t 

tastes really sweet 

and the colour  i s 

bright red. 

Strawberr ies  grow in 

bushes, they grow together 

and they’re found as a bunch like a single 

unit. It’s like a strawberry which has a bunch 

of friends always being there together. 

Strawberries are special. They are the only 

fruit that carries their seeds on the outside. 

They are not true berries, like blueberries or 

even grapes! Basically, a berry has 

its seeds inside. Each 

seed on a strawberry 

i s  cons idered by 

botanists to be its 

own separate fruit.

Strawberries are members 

of the rose family ; they smell as sweet 

as they taste. They are also believed to 

help reduce the risk of heart disease and 

certain cancers! That is why I wanted to be a 

strawberry if I could be any fruit.
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Chan Ying Tung Tanya (2M)

If I could be a fruit, I would be a …

If I could be a fruit, I would be a passion 
fruit. Passion fruit originated from the 

tropical and subtropical areas. They are native 
to Southern Brazil through Paraguay and 
Northern Argentina. As implied by the name, 
it is like the people from there who are very 
passionate.

The shape of a passion fruit is usually 
round or oval, which looks very cute. The 
skin outside is hard and thick, but it is soft 
and juicy inside. Interestingly, some passion 
fruits are sweet, and some are sour. It seems 
like our life as we experience ups and downs, 
tasting both joy and bitterness in life.

If you have never tried a passion fruit 
before, you will be surprised by the huge 
contrast in colour between its skin and flesh. 
The ones we see in Hong Kong usually have 
purple skin, white pulp and various edible 
black seeds. I believe that I look strong 
most of the time, but sometimes I am weak. 
Nonetheless, like the seeds, I trust that I 
have great potential and will get to fulfill it 
someday. 

I hope my life will be amazing and full 
of colourful and surprising moments like a 
passion fruit. I am sure I can be a successful 
person and contribute to the world with 
both joyful and bitter experiences in life.
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Zhu Hanyi Helen (3M)

Typhoon Signals – 
A Code of Prevention

‘This is the Hong Kong Observatory’s 
latest updates about the typhoon. 

Typhoon Signal No. 10 has just been issued. 
It’s the strongest typhoon in the history of 
Hong Kong. Everyone should be staying 
home …’ buzzed the old radio, but I’m 
going out! 

My curiosity leads me 
to see how powerful a 
category 10 typhoon 
can be. So, I set off 
with my umbrella, my 
phone, some snacks 
and a tent. Everything is 
ready.

It’s still calm but the shops 
are closed and everyone has 
taped a big ‘X’ on the windows.

When I am hugging myself, the wind 
is nothing special. However, the world is 
starting to change. The wind blows more 
and more strongly. I feel so excited since the 
feeling of being blown by the wind is really 
cool but it’s getting harder and harder to 
move forward. Lots of litter is being blown 
away. It’s raining heavily and I try to open 
my umbrella. Sadly, I can’t do it. I know how 
clumsy and embarrassed I look when I try to 
use my ‘shield’ in front of the roaring winds. 
In fact, the umbrella is useless in a typhoon. 
Cold and fright go through my body. The big 
trees seem to watch my body shake. Leaves 
fall and hit my chins hard. The wind blows 
against my face. Ouch! I start to regret my 
decision. 

I find a little alley to hide in. At the same 
time, I see a cat shivering and reducing itself 
into like a ball for a little warmth. ‘A child 
without a mother is like a blade of grass,’ I 
think.

Then, I pick the cat up and 
try to warm it up with my 

body temperature. It 
is still motionless. I 
even suspect that it 

is already dead, but its 
faint breath tells me 
that it’s still alive. 

‘ The storm wi l l 
probably last a long time. 

I can’t leave it alone here…’ I talk 
to myself. So, I decide to take the 
cat home.

‘Nice! Home is the safest place, 
especially in the bad weather like 

today.’ I turn on the TV … ‘This is the Hong 
Kong Observatory’s latest updates about the 
typhoon. Many old trees have been blown 
away by the wind and the buildings near 
the sea also suffer great damage. It’s not a 
good time to go out. Citizens, please take 
precautions.’
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Youths’ growth and development

Tang Sin Tung Jessica (1M)

My first year in Mok Hing Yiu College

My initial year in Mok Hing Yiu College 

is precious and meaningful. First of all, 

I’ve met so many friends and teachers. They 

are friendly and passionate in helping me 

when I encounter difficulties. For example, 

they teach me how to be a better person and 

discuss things with me patiently. By being an 

academic monitress, I have learnt to be not 

only more responsible and enthusiastic, but 

also an independent student. I have stopped 

questioning every decision I make but started 

believing in myself and my classmates. It’s 

crucial that I got to realise the importance of 

teamwork too, because it enables us to work 

more efficiently in group work. 

In addition, I want to say thanks to my 

friends who always accompany me and my 

teachers who give me unfailing support. 

My friends always stay with me no matter 

what problems I encounter. For example, 

they help with my homework. However, 

sometimes I feel lost because of my study. 

I’m not good at Chinese and I once failed the 

examination. Classical Chinese has been an 

obstacle this year. Luckily, my Chinese teacher 

has given me extra support by preparing 

more exercises for me. These really improve 

my academic results and enhance my 

confidence. From both teachers and friends, I 

have learnt the importance of hard work and 

determination.

Overall, I’m extremely happy about my 

school life in Mok Hing Yiu College, which has 

changed my life, and I am looking forward to 

the new challenges in the future.
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Youths’ growth and development

Chan Lok Him Andy (1M)

The first secondary school picnic – 
a chance to learn money “matters”

School Picnic Day, the best school day 

of the year and the most unforgettable 

outing ever experienced! This year we went 

to Ocean Park. Everyone was hyped up.

Ashley, Cherry and Jade are my best 

friends. As soon as we arrived at Ocean Park, 

we rushed to ride the cable car to the other 

side of Ocean Park. We were pumped up for 

the roller-coaster.

After the crazy ride, Ashley wanted to 

ride it once more, but we hesitated. It was 

too much for us. What a fierce girl! We were 

so hungry as to have a hot dog for lunch.

After we had the hot dog, we didn’t 

feel full yet, so I decided to treat my buds to 

some popcorn. However, when receiving the 

popcorn from the salesgirl, I found out my 

wallet was dried up. I was quite shocked, and 

it was embarrassing.

I asked Cherry to help me out and I felt 

sorry about it. I promised her that I’d return 

the money to her as soon as I had it. She said 

that it was fine. How nice of her!

After that day, I have learnt to take notice 

of how much I’m spending.
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Youths’ growth and development

Tsang Ka Ching Joyce (4M)

My Childhood

Childhood is often the best time in a 

person’s life. I think I am one of the 

blessed ones who had a delightful childhood.

The memories 

i n  c h i l d h o o d  a re 

the most impressive 

m o m e n t s  i n  m y 

l i fe.  When I  was a 

child, playing for fun 

was al l  that I  was 

c o n c e r n e d  w i t h 

rather than being 

beset by homework, 

d i c t a t i o n  a n d 

e x a m s .  I n  m y 

childhood, I didn’t 

have any pressure 

and worries. 

Watching animations was one of my 

favourite activities as a child. I remember that 

when I was in kindergarten, I would go back 

home quickly after school in order to turn 

on the TV and watch my favourite cartoon 

called ‘Doraemon’. The character Doraemon 

has a multi-purpose bag with many magical 

instruments hidden inside. I always dreamed 

of becoming Doraemon, so that I could have 

the magic gadgets to fulfil my dreams.

However,  the best memory in my 

childhood was playing with my friends. 

Once on a rainy day, my mother came to 

kindergarten to bring me home. When we 

passed by a park, I saw my friends, who all 

jumped into the mud making their clothes 

dirty. I was very excited when 

I saw them. Forgetting my 

mother just beside me, I ran 

up to them and we played 

together. My mother saw it. 

She got so angry that she 

shouted at me and quickly 

g r a b b e d  m e  h o m e . 

H o w e v e r ,  I  w a s 

still very happy. I 

wi l l  never forget 

t h a t  m o m e n t  I 

w a s  p l a y i n g  i n 

the rain without a 

single worry on my 

mind. It was unique 

happiness. It was also 

a special memory for me!

I  a m  ve r y  p l e a s e d  t h a t  I  h a d  a n 

unforgettable childhood. Now, I have grown 

up. Although some memories of primary 

school are fading away, I will never forget 

my childhood. My childhood will be stored 

in my diary eternally. Now, I have lost the 

simple pure happiness. I can only find it in 

childhood.

If I could, I would like to return to the 

most delightful moments in childhood, so 

that I could retrieve my innocent smile...
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Youths’ growth and development

Wong Cho Ki Kara (3M)

Friends

Have you ever been faced with any teen 
problems? One of the most common 

teen problems is having no friends. Young 
people think friendship is the most important 
thing to them. Therefore, teenagers like 
making new friends.

Making new friends is very difficult for 
some teenagers. Because of being shy, some 
teenagers cannot communicate with others 
well. They don’t have strong communication 
skills as they don’t know how to talk to 
people who they first meet. Teenagers who 
don’t have friends on the first day of school 
may feel lonely. They need to improve their 
communication skills. Otherwise, they can’t 
make new friends.

Fitting in is another common teen 
problem. Why can’t some teenagers get 
along with their peers or schoolmates? First, 
they don’t have a common interest. For 
example, if your schoolmates like pop stars 
but you don’t like them, it is difficult for you 
to get along with them. Also, if most of your 
schoolmates are talking about the popular 
people who you don’t know, you can’t talk 
with them. Finally, they won’t invite you to 
play with them. Teenagers who have no 
friends always feel anxious and pessimistic.

Having no friends is one of the common 
teen problems. To solve this problem, we can 
seek advice from our teachers and parents 
or any seniors that we trust, so that we can 
improve our communication skills. 
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Youths’ growth and development

Leung Yuk Yu Kiki (3M)

Teen Romance

Nowadays, teenagers often fall in love 
during their school lives easily. I am 

confused about why they are falling in love 
at such a young age. Talking about love is 
difficult and it is hard to maintain a long love. 
Therefore, lots of problems arise from love in 
teens.

First of all, it can affect their studies. 
For example, teenagers cannot maintain 
their motivation in school work and good 
grades as they will feel exhausted, being torn 
between immature romance and academic 
expectations. Besides, some teenagers do not 
want to face these problems, so they always 
escape. Finally, they have to break up, leaving 
a relationship unmended.

Apparently, their mentality can be a 
problem. Because of their mental growth, 
they become fond of things and fancy 
certain relationships. However, when they 
see their friends have their own intimate 
companions, they will feel jealous and want 
to start a romance, too. Besides, some teens 
desire to grow up and they think dating is 
a sign of maturity and thus hope to have a 
true love. However, in most instances their 
relationships cannot be sustained.

Thirdly, social media is a big source of 
problems. As information technology is 
developing rapidly, plenty of social media 

through mobile appl icat ions such as 
Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Snapchat and 
YouTube, influence teenagers in the way that 
on various platforms young love is widely 
promoted and encouraged. 

Moreover, many romance movies and 
books have appeared with teens as the target 
audiences. These always influence their mind. 
It makes love easily twisted. How can we 
make sure love lasts long and a relationship 
remains properly rooted? We should learn to 
respect each other. It should be recognized 
that no intimate companion is flawless, so 
true love cannot be built on any perfect 
personality. Remember nobody is perfect. 
Everybody has weaknesses despite strengths. 
Besides, we should be sincere and loyal to 
each other in any intimate relationship. Don’t 
be stingy about how much love is given to 
you. Instead, you should care about how 
much love you give. Moreover, we should not 
deceive each other or take advantage of our 
love. This is by no means true love.

I have heard of some proverbs about 
romance, including ‘Love is hard to get into 
but harder to get out of’, ‘Love me little and 
love me long’ and ‘Absence makes the heart 
grow fonder’. Hence, talking about love is 
difficult at a young age. However, when you 
have a sincere attitude, decent behaviour 
and proper values, love cannot be any source 
of bad feeling.
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Zhu Hanyi Helen (3M)

Help yourself to be a healthier person

What is the most important thing in the 
world? I think it is to be healthy. People 

always say that health is the foundation of a 
happy life. Money can be earned, but health 
cannot be redeemed once you lose it.

A c c o r d i n g  t o 
t h e  W o r l d  H e a l t h 
Organization, a healthy 
person should have 
good physical health, 
mental health and social 
well-being.

Fo r  m a i n t a i n i n g 
good physical health, 
w e  n e e d  t o  h a v e  a 
balanced diet .  Eat ing 
various foods in appropriate 
amounts by following the food 
pyramid is what we need to 
do. We should also eat more 
vegetables, fruit and grains 
but eat less fats, salt and 
sugar. Although snacks, 
bubble tea and fast food 
are very del icious,  we 
need to consume them 
in moderation, because 
they contain too many 
unhealthy substances such as 
sodium, artificial food colouring and food 
additives. Undoubtedly, excess intake of food 
additives causes health problems. 

Besides, taking sufficient rest is also 
important, especially for gir ls.  Having 
sufficient sleep is the most effective skin care 
product. In fact, dark circles around eyes 
are hard to remove once they are present. 
So, starting from today, go to bed before 
10:30 pm, then you will have a nice day with 

prefect skin!

Positive mental health allows people to 
cope with the stress of everyday life, realize 
their full potential and work productively. 

Positive mental health 
also allows people to 
enjoy life’s pleasures and 
believe in their abilities. 
If you feel you are under 
pressure and you do not 
know how to relieve 
your pressure, you must 
find someone for help. 
Do not bear all troubles 
on your  own.  Your 

friends and family will 
always stand by you. 

Their advice will help you 
a lot.

Mental health and 
s o c i a l  w e l l - b e i n g  a r e 

inter re la ted .  A  person 
who has positive mental 

health can always maintain 
good relat ionships with 

other people. Human beings 
are social creatures. So it is 

necessary for us to interact 
and get along well with other 

people. Good communication 
enables us to live happily and harmoniously 
with others. It helps others understand 
you better, so that social well-being can be 
improved.

Actually, there is no person who is 
completely mentally healthy. When problems 
arise, coping by facing problems actively is a 
healthy attitude to life. This is what we should 
all aim for in life.
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Lo Ching Hang Charles (1M)

A Letter from Polar Bear

Dear humans,

Have you ever seen a polar bear before? If you don’t know 

much about them, let me tell you! 

I’m a polar bear and my name is Polo. I’m living in Novaya 

Zemlya, which is in Russia. I used to live in the North Pole with my 

family, but our food supplies started to become depleted, and 

we were in great difficulty. Until one day, some friendly humans 

brought us here to Russia. When I came here, I made some 

friends. They are Bruce, Sunny and Ivan.

Sunny loves eating fresh-water fish, which is very delicious 

and nutritious. Ivan loves eating junk food, which he finds from 

the rubbish bin next to his zoo cage. Bruce came in a few days ago but before he came, in 

order to fill up his stomach, he had been eating plastic bags, which drifted to the North Pole. 

Ivan and Bruce have some problems with their health. Bruce was handsome but due to the 

lack of nutrition, he is now weak and looks very old. Ivan is fat and he only enjoys eating junk 

food. Fortunately, due to their relocation to a new home, Bruce can now eat normal food and 

Ivan has also decided to change his eating habit.

Most importantly, our food sources depend very much on humans’ environmental 

awareness. I hope humans produce less rubbish, especially plastic waste as Bruce’s exposure 

to plastic bags almost caused him to die. If we all don’t have good food to eat, we’ll go extinct. 

So, please help Earth. Helping Earth is indeed helping us. It’s never too late to change for good 

sake. 

Love,

Polo
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Leung Nok Kan Ken (2M)

The Possible Future of Electric Cars

Du e  t o  a d v a n c e d  t e c h n o l o g i e s , 
electric cars are gaining in popularity. 

Governments are encouraging their citizens 
to buy electric cars instead of traditional cars 
in many countries. There are some benefits 
of using electric cars, which explain why 
governments are advocating the use of 
electric cars.

B e f o r e  t h e  d e v e l o p m e n t  a n d 
introduction of electric cars, traditional cars 
were the only choices, which emit gases from 
fossil fuels like petroleum or diesel. These two 
types of fuel cannot be reused and are limited 
in supply. On the other hand, the solar energy 
that electric cars need can be acquired in 
many ways. For example, solar cells can 
change solar energy into electricity. There is 
no denying that fossil fuels will be used up in 
the future. Therefore, all traditional cars will be 
eliminated eventually. Instead, electric cars 
can help slow down the depletion of fossil 
fuels for a sustainable environment. 

Besides, traditional cars emit a huge 
amount of smoke and pollutants when they 
are driven, but electric cars are different. They 
do not release any harmful gases when driven. 
It can solve the problem of air pollution in 
many cities by eliminating the dirty smoke 
from traditional cars. Therefore, some cities 
such as Hong Kong are promoting the use of 
electric cars.

In order to encourage their citizens to 
buy electric cars, the governments have built 
many charging stations and offered many 
discounts and tax-free incentives. Some 
cities have already done all these, including 
Hong Kong. They have started eliminating 
traditional cars which consume fossil fuels 
and face rising operation costs.

Now, an increasing number of vehicle 
manufacturing companies have started 
producing electric cars and it can be seen 
that electric cars will have become a trend in 
the 21st century and thereafter.
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Cheong Bada Wai Sum (3M)

If I Could Travel To The Future, 
I Would…

If I could travel to the future, what would I 
do and why? The first thing I would do is 

see what I look like when I grow up. And I 
would see what would happen to the world 
… would things be better or worse? It would 
be extraordinary if I talked to the future me. 
I would try to find out what kind of job I 
am doing because at the moment I don’t 
know what I want to become, things would 
become much easier if I knew what I would 
be doing in the future.

Then I would like to know about the 
new technology. Imagine if there were flying 
cars, touchable holograms or teleportation! It 
would be captivating! 

Lastly, I  would like to see whether 
or not we had negatively impacted the 
atmosphere surrounding us. If we had, I 
would take photographs to bring back to the 
present so that I can spread an awareness 
of human impact on nature to prevent this 
from happening so that we can maintain our 
Mother Earth.

And that is what I would do if I could 
travel to the future.
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Ho Kwan Ho Eric (3M)

Should all physical books be replaced 
by e-books?

In recent years, many products have been 
replaced or are being replaced by ‘smart’ 

products. This is because ‘smart products are 
usually easier to use and more convenient 
w i th  add i t iona l  func t ions .  Produc ts 
commonly replaced are books.

There are a lot of advantages of using 
an e-book reader. Firstly, an e-book reader 
makes reading cheaper. It costs less than 
buying a lot of physical books. E-books are 
generally cheaper than physical ones, as they 
are not printed on paper. Some of them can 
even be downloaded for free. Some people 
might argue that an e-book reader could 
be as expensive, but the fact is that most 
people already own a smartphone or even a 
tablet, which comes with a pre-installed book 
app. Secondly, reading an e-book is more 
environmentally-friendly. This is because 
e-books do not require paper. We can just 
download the e-books from the online store, 
but if we buy a physical copy, the publisher 
has to print books on paper. A lot of paper is 
used in the process, which is the main reason 
why a large number of trees are being cut 
every minute. Practically, when we come 

across unknown words while reading, we can 
easily check the dictionary efficiently on an 
e-book by giving a simple tap on the screen.

H o w e v e r ,  a  p h y s i c a l  c o p y  a l s o 
has its advantages as compared to its 
e-counterparts. E-books must go with a 
computer or smartphone of which the screen 
emits a strong light which makes it easier to 
see in the dark, but it’s so bright as to affect 
our eyes. When we look at it for a long time, 
our eyes will suffer from tiredness. In the long 
run, permanent optical damage can be done. 
Besides, physical books do not need batteries, 
so we don’t have to worry about charging 
them. We can also re-sell physical books, 
give them to our friends or donate them to 
charities if we want to, but we can’t do that 
with e-books.

Al l  in al l ,  I  think that e -books are 
convenient to use and useful for enhancing 
reading interest and proficiency. I think they 
should replace physical books gradually in 
the future, but I don’t think it will happen 
immediately, because a lot of publishers are 
still printing books to suit the needs while the 
e-book market is still very small.
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Law Yu Sze Eunice (2M)

Book Review: 
Sherlock Holmes Investigates

I'm recommending a book that I read during Chinese 

New Year holiday. It’s entitled "Sherlock Holmes 

Investigates".

The book includes three stories. The first story 

is "The Blue Carbuncle". This story describes Holmes 

finding a goose and a hat from a passerby. Peterson, 

an honest man, has a hope that Holmes could return 

the goose and the hat to their owner. Although the 

goose has a tag with the owner's name - Henry Baker, 

Holmes has little hope of finding the man. Fortunately, 

Holmes makes an effort to identify him. When Baker 

appears at Baker Street, Holmes’ deductions are proven 

correct and he hands over a new goose to Baker. Then, 

Holmes is convinced that Baker knows nothing about 

the missing jewel and this is valuable information to 

Holmes. He has purchased the goose at the Alpha 

Inn, which is a pub near the British Museum. Holmes 

finds that the goose is provided by Mrs. Oakshott, a 

poultry and an egg purveyor. Holmes tells a little man 

called James Ryder. He knows that Ryder is looking 

for a goose with a black rag on its tail. Holmes tells 

Ryder that the goose has laid an egg after it dies. He 

is terrified when he realizes that Holmes will turn him 

over the police. He says that he and his accomplice, 

Catherine Cusack, the Countess's maid know that 

Horner's past will make him a great scapegoat but he 

is plagued by fears of arrest after stealing the jewel. 

However, during a visit, Ryder constructs the idea of 

hiding the jewel by feeding one of the geese being 

bred by his sister. Furthermore, one of the geese 

has been promised to him as a gift. Unfortunately, 

he drops his goose and accidentally takes away the 

wrong goose. By the time Ryder realizes his mistake, 

the other goose has already been sold.

The second story is "A Case of Identity". The story 

is about Holmes being approached for help by a 

woman called Miss Mary Sutherland. She is engaged 

to a quiet Londoner, who has disappeared recently. 

The capability of Sherlock Holmes is challenged. 

A n  e l e m e n t a r y  c a s e  b e gi n s . 

Miss Mary Sutherland lives with 

her stepfather and mother. Her 

dead father has given her a lot 

of money so she doesn't have to 

worry about her life. One day, she 

meets a gentleman called Hosmer 

Angel and they fall in love with 

each other. When they are talking 

about their marriage, Mr Hosmer 

Angel disappears suddenly. Holmes 

finds that Hosmer Angel's signature is written by a 

typewriter, who wears sunglasses. Moreover, Holmes 

finds out that that gentleman is a hypocritical person. 

Actually, Miss Mary Sutherland's stepfather knows that 

the gentleman escapes from the marriage so that Miss 

Mary Sutherland can't get married to keep her father's 

heritage.

The third story is "The Yellow Face”. This story is 

about Mr Grant Munro and his wife, who are living 

together happily. However, after a new neighbour 

moves in, Mrs. Munro starts acting strangely. Once she 

has gone out early in the morning. She goes to her 

neighbour's house when her husband isn't at home. 

Thus, Mr Munro asks Holmes for help. Sherlock Holmes 

assumes that Mrs. Munro is being extorted by her 

former husband. Holmes tells Mr. Munro that if his wife 

goes to the neighbour's house again, he should call 

him immediately so that he will arrive in a short time. 

Holmes goes into the house with Mr. Munro and finds 

Mrs. Munro and her former husband's daughter in the 

house. Mrs. Munro hasn’t told the truth because she is 

worried that Mr. Munro won't like biracial children. 

After reading this book, I am inspired by Sherlock 

Holmes’ intelligence and seriousness. Sherlock Holmes 

solves many cases with his abundant knowledge of 

science. He thinks and investigates carefully no matter 

how difficult the cases are. This book is definitely worth 

a read.
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Yang Peiling Penny (3M)

Book Review: The Little Prince

The Little Prince is one of the best-selling 
books in the world. This book is about 

the writer, a pilot, who meets the little prince 
in the desert. The little prince shares things 
about his planet and his experiences on 
another planet with the pilot. I read this book 
when I was a child. I thought it was a lovely 
story. Now I read it again and I understand 
and learn more from this book.

This story is not difficult to read but it 
includes many inspirations and ironies. At 
the beginning of the story, all the adults 
cannot understand the pilot ’s abstract 
drawing except the little prince. The grown-
ups only like figures. As we grow 
older, we become more and 
more profit-minded, so 
the horizon is getting 
narrower and more 
super ficial.  We only 
want  to  ear n  more 
money and get material 
success. But all these things 
are worldly possessions that we 
cannot take them with us when we die.

The little prince’s planet is tiny, but 
there are some baobabs (a type of trees) 
which are as big as a castle. If the baobabs 
are not controlled by him before they grow 
so large, they will occupy the whole planet. 
The baobabs are just like our careerism. An 
appropriate amount of ambition can help us 
to become better while too much careerism 
will lead us to try to get success by fair means 
or foul. 

The most touching part of this book is 
the dialogue between the fox and the little 
prince. 

‘To me, you are still nothing more than 
a little boy who is just like a hundred 

thousand other little boys.  I have 
no need of you. And you, on 

your part, have no need of 
me. To you, I am nothing 
more than a fox like a 
thousand other foxes. But 

if you tame me, then we 
shall need each other. To me, 

you will be unique in the world. To 
you, I shall be unique in the world.’

Tameness means ties. When someone 
is special for you, you will be willing to invest 
time to care and listen to each other and 
understand each other’s needs. This is love. 
When someone leaves you, you may feel sad. 

I felt challenged while reading this book. 
Growing up will give us freedom, but we 
will lose many precious things like our best 
friends, imagination and purity. Maybe the 
essence of growth is to lose gradually and 
learn to say goodbye.
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Cheong Haneul Chak Chuen (3M)

Instagram, why is it so addictive?

Have you noticed that in this century, 

no matter where you go, you can 

see people’s hands glued to their phones? 

Whether they are playing mobile games 

or taking photos, the strongest glue is 

Instagram.

Instagram, as you know, is a social media 

app with which you capture your special 

moments and share them with your friends 

and family. Well, it was supposed to be like 

that but nowadays I often see many lies in 

the lives of the uploaders. I have a friend who 

is an Instagram addict. Every time he does 

something, he uploads it to his Instagram 

story. I found it very strange as he was 

uploading pictures of what he wore, where 

he went, and even pictures of him with other 

people’s flashy sports car! I personally don’t 

like sharing things about me, and it makes 

me feel uncomfortable seeing his actions. 

Then I have come to a point where I 

think about why Instagram is so addictive. 

According to some research, many teenagers 

feel the fear of “missing out” if they don’t 

upload as often or more often than others. 

This is how the “show off” war begins. I’ve 

read an article where a teen was on a holiday 

with her family. She posted photos of herself 

at the pool with her brothers. However, she 

didn’t swim but rather scroll through the 

media while her brothers were swimming. 

She has now got to realise after becoming 

more mature that she had been dragged 

down by social media and she did not have 

quality time with her family.

I think that we should go back and ask 

ourselves if it is necessary to be so stuck 

to social media as if it was our heart. Just 

imagine what you could do in that 2 hours 

spent on Instagram.
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Cheong Haneul Chak Chuen (3M)

Virtual Reality, 
Wonderland Made Possible

Virtual Reality also known as VR is a 
brand-new user interface unlike the 

conventional one, immersing a person in 
digital 3D environment instead of watching 
on a display. It uses Computer-generated 
imagery and content aimed at simulating a 
real presence through senses such as sight, 
hearing and touch.

Without a doubt, Virtual Reality could 
become a transformative technology one 
day, though not tomorrow or next month. 
The experience of wearing a headset and 
immersing oneself in virtual 
worlds is still a new frontier 
unexplored by the world. 
W e l l ,  a t  l e a s t  M a r k 
Zuckerberg described 
enthusiastically what 
VR is, when buying out 
Oculus in 2014. “Imagine a 
courtside seat at a game, studying 
in a classroom of students and teachers all 
over the world… just by putting on goggles”. 

The technology is exciting, though 
it still has to deliver much more on the 
hardware and software fronts to gain 
traction. VR challenges include missing 
engaging content, overcoming the ‘nausea’ 
problem, high cost and imprudence of 
cables and devices on a head. On the other 

hand, many entrepreneurs and 
tech fans are super-thrilled 

about VR, expecting it 
to grant out-of-body 
experiences. They are 
100% converted and 

certain that Virtual Reality 
is the next big leap, and in 

many sectors people have started 
producing VR content.

Virtual Reality has the potential to make 
new discoveries and have a positive impact 
in multiple areas of our everyday lives. 
When it’s too dangerous or expensive to try 
something out in reality, VR is a great option 
to have. Think of training people from aircraft 
pilots to surgeons without the need for an 
airplane or a patient!
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When Hongkongers meet people that 
speak Putonghua, they sometimes think “They 
are honestly so disgusting, they don’t even 
know how to go to the bathroom properly, 
so they just do it straight on the street.” I 
mean, it is true that some people from the 
mainland have done that, but that does not 
mean every mainlander does that.

People always say “You get what you 
give”. There is even a song for it. An example 
is some Hongkongers went to Japan to get 
some “lucky bags”. They opened all the lucky 
bags and took out the things they wanted, 
and put all of them in one bag. They got 
filmed and this humiliated us. And yet, many 
Hong Kong people still think of themselves 
as “noble”.

We should stop all the prejudice. There 
are a lot of films that explore racism, such as 
“The Hate U Give”, “The Help” and even “West 
Side Story”. 

“The Hate U Give” is really a recent one, 
which has a lot of young, famous celebrities 
in it like Sabrina Carpenter from Disney 
Channel’s “Girl Meets World” and KJ Apa from 

Yam Ngo Yin Gemma (4A)

Racism – an issue as a common 
theme in the cinema

Racism is a serious issue in this world. 
People always argue about how this 

world can be “fair”, how they can love each 
other like how they love themselves. It is just 
a lie, they are full of lies. This world is full of 
racism, sexism, hetero-sexism and a lot of 
other discrimination problems.

In Hong Kong,  people are not as 
fair-minded as they seem. We live in this 
international city, hence we have people 
from different countries living and visiting 
here. Yet, whenever people see black people, 
they will think “Oh, they are no good” or “They 
are definitely refugees”. They always think 
they do illegal things. They are biased against 
them even though they do nothing. How is 
that seen as fair?

In 1944, George Stinney Jr. was the 
youngest person sentenced to death in the 
20th century in the United States. He was 
only fourteen when he was executed by the 
electric chair. He was accused of killing two 
white girls, and he might have been blamed 
just because he was black. That is just one of 
the cases in which black people have taken 
the blame wrongly.
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“Riverdale”. The movie is about an African 
American girl who saw her best friend get 
killed by a white police officer and she could 
not speak about it because no one would 
trust her.

Similarly, “The Help” has many famous 
actors and actresses in it, including Viola Davis 
from “How To Get Away With Murder” and 
Emma Stone from “The Amazing Spider-Man” 
and the Oscar-winning movie, “La La Land”. 
The movie is about how white Americans 
treated African-Americans badly in the 60s.

Last but not least, a classic, also my 
personal favourite, “West Side Story”, has a 
lot of amazing actors and actresses in it. Its 

soundtrack is brilliant. The story is set in the 
Upper West Side neighbourhood in New 
York City in the mid-1950s with two teenage 
street gangs, a white one and a Latin one 
fighting each other. And Tony, the co-founder 
of the white gang left the gang and fell in 
love with the Latin gang leader's sister, Maria. 
It is a Shakespeare-like movie, but it also 
investigates how people see people from 
Latin America. 

Nobody is perfect. Everyone has their 
own flaws and we have no rights to judge 
others or even hate them because of race. 
We should all embrace others and try our 
very best to accept everyone no matter what 
colour they are.
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Chan Cheuk Hei Eric (4M)

COMMUNITY – the way it is

Community is a fantastically well put together and scripted sitcom created by Dan 
Harmon. It is about a mishmash of mismatched people stuck together in a community 
college, forming something greater than friendship. Everything in this show is very explosive 
and fun. It is undoubtedly the most creative TV series and has one of the greatest casts in TV 
history.

PREMISE

Community features a group of misfits in a mediocre 
college who all find themselves failing in some aspect of 
their life. Jeff Winger, an ex-lawyer who got suspended 
was forced to go back to college and get a legitimate 
degree. He tried to use his charming personality and 
persuasiveness to get an easy graduation but then just 
ended up being stuck in a fake Spanish study group. 
The group was formed by Abed Nadir, a TV and movies 
fanatical enthusiast. He invited several students as well, 
namely, Britta Perry, an ex-activist who dropped out of high school, Shirley Bennett, a Christian 
single mother, Annie Edison, a driven girl who’s in constant stress, Troy Barnes, a childish 
and once selfish jerk who then evolved into a nerd, and Pierce Hawthorne, an old and racist 

millionaire who married 7 times. They soon bond together as a 
group of loveable misfits in Greendale Community College where 
everything that happens is unbelievably ridiculous. 

From a plan to get chicken fingers from the school cafeteria, 
the situation quickly escalated into a mafia movie, an example 
of modern warfare with paintballs which transforms the school 
campus into an apocalyptic war zone. Chaos and secrets being 
unveiled, tearing people apart, are all caused by a stolen pen. The 
show alternates between all types of genres and even feels like a 
different series sometimes. In a way, it is about an egotistical yet 
vulnerable man opening himself up to others and learning to love 
strangers.

RECEPTION

Community has received much critical acclaim for its inventiveness in writing and has 
developed a cult following along the way. In an era where most shows on television usually 
have a simplistic and safe format that they rarely stray away from, Community prides itself on 
its boldness and creativity. The show is very self-aware and often takes a jab at itself and other 
shows. It’s filled with pop culture references and fast-paced comedies. The genius is that you 
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can still very much enjoy the episodes even if you're not familiar with pop culture references. 
Because of its well-written scripts and heartfelt performances, all of the characters feel human 
and alive and you’ll also relate to them in some other way. They have subtle character growth 
that leads to story climaxes.

CAST

The actors and actresses have unique sparks between each other and they’re not afraid 
to try new elements. You can tell that the cast is clearly having fun and very enthusiastic about 
what they’re creating. 

E v e r y o n e  i n  t h e  c a s t  i s 
amazingly ta lented and just 
perfect for their roles. Donald 
Glover who plays Troy often just 
improvises random lines, which 
makes the scene even funnier. 
He’s an extremely talented man, who’s also an actor, singer, writer and director. He has great 
successes in both his acting and music careers. He performs music under the name “Childish 
Gambino” and has won multiple Grammy Awards. “Atlanta”, the show he creates and stars in 
has also won many awards, including two Emmys and two Golden Globes. Glover is a multi-
talented man with many great ambitions who stays humble and hard-working throughout his 
whole journey. He’s never afraid of exploring novel concepts.

The directing duo, the Russo Brothers, also producers of the show, directed many great 
episodes. Their action-movie-skills were shown through the action-packed and thrilling 
paintball episodes which then landed them directing roles on Captain America: The Winter 
Soldier. They continued working with Marvel and directed Captain America: Civil War, 
Avengers: Infinity War & Endgame. The action they construct is executed perfectly, and their 
incredible directing skills give depth to characters in a dynamic action movie with emotional 
scenes while they managed to maintain great comedic timing.

The composer behind the screen, Ludwig Göransson, uses music to support the 
dialogue and helps the scenes hit closer to home. Though the background music is unseen, 
you will still get a heartwarming sensation when watching the episodes. The soundtrack 
accompanying them helps a scene to rise to the occasion and it feels even more genuine. 
Ludwig has collaborated with Donald Glover on many Childish Gambino albums. He has also 
won an Oscar for Best Original Score with his work on Black Panther.

OUTSIDER

This show is for people who are feeling pent up, ashamed and disconnected. Creator Dan 
Harmon is giving hope to those who are self-destructive and who are depressed and who 
are anxious. Also, for those who don’t fit into normal society, he creates wonderful shows that 
make people no longer feel lonely. Everything he writes is inventive, outstanding and sincere. 
There’s a running theme in his work that he reaches out to people that aren't used to being 
reached out to. Community is an exploration of people who are on the outskirts of society 
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and who haven’t been given a second chance. Community is full of people like in real life who 
are broken but are trying to do better.

ABED

The group is brought together by Abed, 
a pop-culture nerd with Asperger's who 
struggles to interact with others.

He said he was raised by TV and his life 
is often unpredictable and confusing, so 
he developed an “algorithm” that helps him 
control reality. He adapts TV and movies into 
real life, viewing everything as a show from outside, comparing it to films and TV clichés. He 
tries to act like this whenever he can just feel more comfortable in social situations.

It was his way to face reality until he met his friends who are truly accepting and 
welcoming. They recognise him beyond his robotic personality. His friendship with others 
showed him that he doesn’t have to just observe the world, he can be part of it.

PRIDE

The leader of the group, Jeff Winger is 
a narcissist with a silver-tongue. He can talk 
himself out of any trouble and believe that 
truth is relative. If he talks long enough, he 
can get whatever he wants and it has been 
beneficial for him as a lawyer. The funny 
thing about being smart is that you can get 
through most of life without ever having to do any work. He has developed a jaded egotism 
and become apathetic to most things. He tries to detach himself from the people around him 
because he’s afraid. He’s a grown man who can’t even look his own friends in the eyes for too 
long because he’s afraid that they’ll see that he is broken.

Then he gets stuck with a group of crazy people that he would never talk to in normal life. 
He learns to tolerate them. While bonding with this group of losers, they’re actually forming a 
close relationship with each other. Once Jeff knows that there are people caring for him, he’s 
willing to change for them. He no longer needs a bottle of Scotch to fill up the void inside 
him. He actually appreciates the time he spends with these weirdos, and they have helped 
him see his own value within himself.

Creator & Producers: Dan Harmon, Joe Russo, Anthony Russo

Starring: Joel McHale, Gillian Jacobs, Danny Pudi, Yvette Nicole Brown, 
Alison Brie, Donald Glover, Chevy Chase
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Lau Ka Yan Sophy (4A)

An interview with the 
fastest girl in our school

Sophy: Why do you want to be an athlete? Who or what inspired you to persist in the hard training?
Chris: My coach is my greatest inspiration. He believes that I have the potential in running. I love the 

adrenaline rush during training and the friendship I develop with my teammates. My coach, who has 

inspired me a lot, has high expectations of me. In order not to disappoint him, I try my best in running.

Sophy: Do you consider yourself a famous athlete in our school?
Chris: I think I am not that famous at school. But I do hope that I can inspire our schoolmates to participate 

more in sports competitions.

Sophy: How long will you practise on a regular training day and what is your training routine?
Chris: I practise almost 3 hours on every training day. I will warm myself up until my coach gives me further 

instructions. Sometimes I start with some basic physical fitness training and gym too. After training, I 

will do stretching exercise before I go home.

Sophy: Have you ever been injured because of running?
Chris: Yes, I have. It was not too serious for me, but this injury lasted about two months! I almost forgot it if 

you didn’t ask me!

Sophy: Does running give you a sense of accomplishment?
Chris: I think running does give me a sense of accomplishment. However, more importantly, I think running 

gives me the confidence to cheer myself up when I’m down.

Sophy: How do you balance learning and training?
Chris: The most important thing is to distribute time wisely between these two. I can tell you a secret. I still 

don’t have very good time management! As the DSE’s coming soon, I will try my best!

Sophy: Can you share your experience of running in the inter-school athletics competitions?
Chris: I feel the support of my friends and teammates, which is the best encouragement. Also, when you are 

injured, you will know everyone is supporting you. You are not alone on the lonely track.

Sophy: Does your family support you when you told them you want to be an athlete?
Chris: Yes, they fully support, because they experienced the same thing. They were 

once athletes. However, after the Parents’ Day in mid-February, when we 

looked at the report card, my mom said that I should always put academic 

results as my top priority.

Sophy: What is your dream other than running?
Chris: Actually, my dream is to be a doctor of Chinese medicine. It also relates to sports and the study of the 

human body. It could cure my own injuries or help me to make more progress in running.

Sophy: Thank you very much! I hope your dream will come true.
Chris: Thank you!
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Youths’ aspirations
and achievements

Chu Sun Wing Sandy (4M)

Exciting things that 
I wish to do in future

If I could jump into the future, I would like 
to have an incredible journey around the 

solar system. Technology 
advancement has allowed 
us to have many great 
inventions.  In ancient 
times, it was commonly 
believed that flying to the 
moon was just impossible 
as humans could not even 
fly in the sky. However, the 
Wright brothers invented 
t h e  a i r p l a n e ,  w h i c h 
created the possibility of 
explorations in the sky and 
eventually outer space. 

Most people think that 
ordinary people cannot 
travel to the solar system 
because of the long distance between the 
Earth and other planets. In the past, people 
spent several days or months moving from 
one place to another by horse and carriage, 
whereas we can travel by train or plane to our 
destinations in several hours nowadays. With 
the development of transport systems, I truly 
believe that ordinary people can travel to 
other planets by spaceship easily and quickly 
one day.

When that day comes, many people 
would live on other planets. There would 

be many different new 
special cultures appearing. 
I could go for brand-new 
shopping exper ience, 
purchasing interesting 
gadgets that we could 
h a r d l y  i m a g i n e ,  a n d 
visit  newly discovered 
spectacular views. I think it 
would be amazing to me.

If I could jump into the 
future, I could also watch 
a 5D movie involving all 
f ive senses. 5D movies 
must be common in the 
future. People at that time 
could watch 5D movies to 

have absolute relaxation. I would choose a 
documentary 5D movie. It would be possible 
for me to stand in a palace (although it is 
artificial), meeting an emperor and imperial 
concubine (actors and actresses). I would 
understand more about what a different 
lifestyle could be. Moreover, I could even 
come into physical encounter with the 
leading actors or actresses. It must be fun!

If I could travel to the future, it would be 
gorgeous!
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MHYouths and

their beloved ones

Lai Man Chiu Samuel (4M)

A close encounter with 
See Wing Kwan Chris

“Oh yes! She did it again! See 

Wing Kwan Chris has broken 

her record again!” The crowd was 

overwhelmed with joy. The whole 

stadium was celebrating See Wing 

Kwan’s breathtaking performance. 

See Wing Kwan is one of the 

best athletes in our school. It is my 

pleasure to conduct an interview with 

this outstanding schoolmate. During the 

interview, I asked her a lot of questions. 

The first question is how she started her 

running career. She said that her coach 

first discovered her talent in running and 

encouraged her to train with him. This is how 

her running journey began. She also said 

that training is tough. I asked her if she 

had ever thought of giving up. She 

replied yes. She did think of giving up, 

but her supportive parents, friends, and 

coach all have high expectations of her 

and thus she has to keep going in order 

not to let them down. After listening to her, I can tell 

See Wing Kwan is completely dedicated to her work 

and interest. No matter how difficult it is, she will do 

her best in order to achieve it. Her determination is 

what we should all learn from.

Another question is how she can manage her 

time so well. She is an athlete, but also a student. 

She has to focus on both studying and training 

at the same time. She told me that it was really 

demanding. Her training usually ends late at night, 

and therefore she has to finish her homework at 

school before the training starts. After the training, 

she feels so exhausted that she wants to rest 

straight away, but she can’t. Instead, she has to do 

revision. She also mentioned that time management 

is crucial. She has to plan her timetable well in 

order to maintain both studying and 

training satisfactorily. From the above, 

I can really feel how harsh it is to be an 

athlete.

The third question is about her 

goal in the future. She explained 

that she wants to focus more on her 

studies, as she is already a Form 5 

student. She has to face the public exam, 

HKDSE. Furthermore, she wants to study 

at university and be a registered Chinese 

medicine practitioner. Apart from that, she 

also mentioned that she wants to take a rest 

and let her body recover from fatigue and 

past injuries. At present, she is making 

every effort in every training session 

in order to achieve desirable results in 

every competition.

The last question I asked her is 

whether she would continue her running 

career in the future. She looked uncertain 

about it, but she thinks she will stop running after 

graduation from university. What a pity if she cannot 

continue her running career!

After interviewing See Wing Kwan, I have 

learnt so much from her. She is so industrious and 

mature that she always does her best to achieve 

better results. Even when she feels tired, she keeps 

fighting for her dreams. She is a good role model. 

We should really learn from her. I wish her all the 

best in the future.
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MHYouths and
their beloved ones

Ha Tsz Ching Charmie (2M)

Our Dear NET Teacher

I think all of you know who Mr. Thomas is. 
He is our school’s NET teacher. How many 

things do you know about him? I recently 
conducted an interview with him. Let me 
introduce the whole him to you! 

He came to Hong Kong in August, 2002. 
When he was a little boy, his best friend was 
a Hong Kong person. Also, his wife is a Hong 
Kong person. He is so affiliated with Hong 
Kong that he chooses to come to Hong Kong 
to continue his teaching career. He joined our 
school in 2011. He has already stayed in our 
school for 7 years! 

Mr. Thomas likes football. He loves 
watching football matches in different parts 
of the world. He told me he played football 
quite much when he was younger. In English 
culture, supporting a football team can be 
quite important. Mr. Thomas’ father took him 
to his first game in 1979! He was supporting 
a team called Tottenham Hotspur from 
London. He was even on TV with that team 
in 1980! This experience makes him love 
this team very much. Now he still supports 
them and watches them when they play in 
matches. 

Tattoos are more common in the United 
Kingdom than in Hong Kong. Nowadays, 
a lot of teenagers have a tattoo on their 

h a n d s ,  l e g s  o r 
somewhere else. 
For Mr. Thomas, 
he had a tattoo 
w h e n  h e  w a s 
about 16 or 17 
years old. He said 
his childhood was 
a little bit unstable 
so when he was 
a  teenager,  he 
was a bit naughty. 
H e  l e f t  s c h o o l 
when he was very 
young with no qualifications, and he used to 
learn fighting and joined some competitions. 
This was the time he got his tattoos. And 
then, his old friend from Hong Kong took him 
to the church, and he became a Christian. 
After he became a Christian, he went to 
college and studied very hard. And now, he 
has become a brilliant teacher. His faith has 
changed many things in his life. Now, he has 
already taken his tattoo off by using laser. He 
said it was really expensive and painful! 

Mr. Thomas has a daughter and a son, 
and he and his father have quite a good 
relationship. Mr. Thomas’ father is a retired 
teacher, who taught French, German and 
Latin. He was born in Africa but he is English, 
and his name is Ken Thomas. Thank you, Mr. 
Thomas, for telling us so much about his life 
journey. We wish you and your family a good, 
healthy life!
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MHYouths and

their beloved ones

Tang Pui Kei Kerry (2M)

My First-ever Study Tour

Back on the 24th of June last year, we 
were flying to Cairns on a study 

tour. We were ready to spend a 
memorable time there.

On 24th June, after we had 
arrived at Cairns Airport, we 
found that our principal, Mr. 
Euan had been waiting for us. He 
greeted us humorously.

During those days, we had 
different excursions. We went to an 
aboriginal cultural park and enjoyed hands-
on cultural experiences there. We had viewed 
the spectacular reef on the glass-bottomed 
boat during our time on Green Island and 
also had our packed lunch which was made 
by our host family. While we took Kuranda 
Railway, some of the villagers who lived near 
the railway were waving to us. They were 
lovely and friendly.

We had English lessons every morning. 
Our teacher, Ms. Leanne, is a British who has 
lived in Australia for several years. She taught 
us Australian slangs. For example, Aussie 
means Australian, barbie means barbecue, 
and G'day means good day.

Australians have dinner early. We had 
dinner at half past five! Our host mother 

cooked tasty dinner for us like steak, 
minced pork pie and sweet potato, 

which was planted by her! She also 
watched a movie with me until 
two o'clock at night. She was a 
lovely lady. 

T h e  m o s t  i n t e r e s t i n g 
experience was that my host 

mother took us to a roller-skating 
rink. Many children were skating 

there. That was my first time to skate 
so I fell down clumsily more than ten 

times. Every 15 minutes, two staff came to 
the centre of the rink and played games with 
us like skate race and catching games. I was 
exhausted on that day.
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Advice from The Agony Aunt

Ng Ching Yi Hailey (3M) 

Advice from The Agony Aunt

Dear Agony Aunt,

I’m a Secondary 3 student and I'm 
facing the mock subject selection for 
Secondary 4. I don't know how to choose 
the electives that are suitable for me. 
My parents have high expectations of me. In the half yearly exam, my weighted average was very 
disappointing. My parents were angry with me when they knew that. Since then, I have made much 
more effort to revise every day until 2 am but the results are still bad. Now, I can’t choose my favourite 
subjects at all. I feel nervous. Besides, my best friend wants me to choose Science but my parents want 
me to choose Business. I feel confused. What should I do?

Confused Mary

Dear ‘Confused Mary’,

Thank you for your letter. I’m sorry to hear that you felt confused about the mock subject 
selection and your results. Relaxing yourself is the most important thing you should do. 
Don’t put too much pressure on yourself. You said your weighted average wasn’t good in the 
half yearly exam. What you shouldn’t do is stay up late every day. You ought to get at least 
eight hours of sleep so that you can go to school with an energetic body. You will not fall 
asleep easily but stay more focused in class. It’s believed that with better attentiveness, your 
academic results will get better in the final exam and then you can choose your favourite 
subjects in the final subject selection.

You also mentioned that your parents have high expectations of you. Regarding this, you 
can talk to your parents and promise that you will try your best to attain their expectations. 
You should set a goal for learning to improve yourself. If you can achieve your goal, you will 
feel thrilled.

You expressed that you feel confused as your friends and parents want you to choose 
different subjects for senior forms. I think you’d better not listen to others. You should follow 
your mind and choose a subject that you are most interested in because you will not find it 
hard to learn. Also, think about your ideal career in the future and choose a subject that will 
benefit your future career the best.

Agony Aunt
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